THANK YOU

A MONSTROUS thank you to Warren HS for their time, effort, personnel, & dedication to Academic Decathlon!

A big round of applause and a sincere thank you to ALL of the Northside family members that helped make this event a success!

A giant thank you to the all campus administrators for their support of Academic Decathlon.

A world of gratitude to our Super Quiz emcee David Mayer, NISD High School Social Specialist.

Thank you, thank you, thank you to all Superintendents and their staff that champion the teams and coaches of decathlon.

Thank you to the Northside School Board members for their support of these young adults in their pursuit of lofty goals!

Thank you to NISD Catering, Mama Margies, and Papa John’s for serving our teams and volunteers.

Deepest gratitude to all San Antonio community members (USAA, SwRI, NISD retirees, NISD Partners, Randolph-Brooks FCU) who contributed to the success of this Academic Decathlon contest.

Region IV Coordinator: Amy Allison

REGION IV

TEXAS ACADEMIC DECATHLON

“World War II”
January 20-21, 2017

Hosted by Northside Independent School District at Earl Warren High School
Welcome to Warren High School for Region IV Academic Decathlon

Welcome – Brian T. Woods, Ed.D., Superintendent of Northside ISD
Emcee – Ray Galindo, Deputy Superintendent for Administration
Pledges & Invocation – Decathletes

- Essay
- Interview
- Speech
- Mathematics
- Music
- Economics
- Science
- Language & Literature
- Art
- Social Science
- Individual Awards
- Overall teams

2017 Texas Academic Decathlon Regional Meet Participants

Alamo Heights
Connor McMunn  Mia Nealy  Alexandra Gonzalez  Devon Pockrus  Austin Butts  Ivalis Guajardo  Guy Chipman  Hermenegildo  Gonzales IV  Nicolas Bazaldua  *Marin Seigman

Brennan
Trinity Rivas  Michelle Broadband  Lidia Garza  Gabby Gaona  Andrew Ramos  Kiana DeSalis  Adrianna Acosta  *Delaney Juarez

Burbank
Ariana Riedner  Gabriella Reyes  Lauren Zulaica  Heaven Bautista  Daniel Osorio  Stephen Ayala  Abel Gonzalez  *Jim Fleetwood

Champion
William Deas  Katherine Klaunig  David Wilson  Lauren Ditri  Jacob Johnston  Kevin Spellman  *Brett Moseley

Clark
Winston Crider  Austin Poole  Andrew Bagley  Jackson King  Megan Franco  Alexandra  Hernandez  Juan De La Fuente  Ira Jones  Rachel Haga  *Nat Player

Fox Tech
Adrienne Moreno  Melody Garcia  Mariana Gonzalez  Carol Amaya  Iris Maciel  Maria Ruiz Villa  Cecelia Gonzalez  Abigail Musgrave  Linda Galarza  *John DeBolt

Jefferson
Bryan Garcia  Abigail Mata  Martha Franco  Brandi Pina  Jasmine Maldonado  Destiny Sosa  Dominique Mauricio  Alfredo Delgado  *Marcy Gutierrez

O’Connor
Yung Shi  Hannah Koehrer  Natalie Wilson  Tyler Knudsvig  Cara Brewer  Jennifer MacDonald  Matt Ojeda  Daniel Dempsey  Alec Tavares  *Aaron Westbrook

Highlands
William Bendele  Danieli Rodriguez  De Godoes  Reynaldo Rivera  Thomas Reaves  Robert Mendoza  Renee Barboza  Andrew Torres-Cerna  Michael Mojica  Alan Medrano  *Nelly Rosales-Nino

Kennedy
Joe Salazar  Jack Tijerina  Mary Rodriguez  Emily Adams  Jehu Vargas  *Jonathan Bryant

Southside
Miranda Hernandez  Jade Moreno  Raymundo Pedraza  Calvary Garcia  Kanya Trevino  Francisco Perez  *Lorena Clark

Southwest
Scarlett Patino  Joel Delgado  Demin Rivera  Kimberly Elizalde  Andrew Morrison  Kassandra Garcia  Fernando Garcia  Nick Dimas  Analise Bernal  *Zelda Elizondo

Stevens
Emuli Hicks  Sebastian Solis  Alani Chu  Anika Sotomayor  Damien Martinez  Craig Hendricks  Marissa Proscelle  Sarah Hernandez  Shawn O’Neil  *Jaylin VonBerg

San Benito
Jose Rivera  Joseph Munoz  Lindsey Gore  Krissanta Elizondo  Hector Hernandez  Kristina Cardenas  Ivonne Calva  Arturo Cepeda  Tiffany Rojas  *Janice Buitron

Taft
Joshua King  Abigail Munteanu  Alec Fair  May Ateya  Caitlin Lester  Kenneth Collins  Corina Trevino  Gabriel Johns  Selena Pargas  *Ana Tijerina

Travis Early College
Ethan Boyle  Armando Hernandez  Keenan Villareal  Natalia Martinez  Ariel Yanez  Christian Herrera  Jocsan Lara  *Raquenel Garcia

Warren
Luke Pontillano  Milin Maddela  Rebekah Beatty  Sara Jackson  River Rodriguez  Jesse Burnell  Steven Lopez  Lauren Flores  Jacob Smith  *Terry Zablocki

Young Women’s Leadership Academy
Angelica Flores  Alyssa Pacheco  Araceli Arizpe  Lorena Leza  Carolina Flores  Nicole DeLuna  *Andrea Garcia

*Head Coach